
PRISON BREAK PUZZLE

The Pentomino Gang have been taken into the prison
yard for some exercise. Except for meals, this is the

only time of day prisoners are allowed together.

For months, the gang have been working on a secret
plan. Yard time is the only possible way all prisoners

can escape.   

There are two exits from the yard. Both passages are
three units wide and will eventually lead to back to the

jail cells where the gang has secretly dug a tunnel.

The guards know these exits lead back to the jail cells
so won’t be worried when prisoners leave the exercise 

yard early. 

Be quick though, the less moves it takes to get all the
prisoners through the exits, the less chance there is 

of you getting caught.

As the mastermind of this project, you will be directing
all prisoner movements.



YOUR MISSION
Use the least number of moves to get all the

prisoners out of the yard. 
 

Prisoners can only move in four directions.
North, South, East or West.

No flipping. No rotating. No diagonal movements.

During one move a prisoner can travel as far as they
want provided that all their travel is in a straight line.
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Some prisoners will fit through both exits while others 
will only fit through one (see diagram) 

Obviously prisoners can’t walk 
through walls, but, to create
more space in the yard prisoners 
can have part of their body out of 
an exit even if they wont use it.
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PRISON YARD LAYOUT
There are two exersice yards on site. ‘The Slammer’
a 9x9 yard that holds between 7-12 prisoners and 

‘The Pen’ a 7x7 yard that can hold up to 6 prisoners.
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PRACTISE PUZZLES
Below are four puzzles you can try. Set them up as shown
and see how many moves it takes to free all the prisoners.
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CREATE YOUR OWN PUZZLES
There are literally billions of possibilities for puzzles

you can create for each other. Simply arrange prisoners
in the yard for a friend, swap puzzles and see who

takes the least number of moves to solve the puzzle.

For a chance to have your puzzle featured on our website 
take a photo and send it to andrew@thinksquare.com.au
Be sure to include your name and the number of moves it

took you to solve your puzzle! 

To have your puzzle featured
be sure to take a high quality 

birds eye view photo, mark
the exits and separate the

prisoners enough for people
to know how to set up your 

puzzle.

NO EXITS SHOWN NOT BIRDS EYE VIEW
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